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Under the background of economic globalization trend and international 
financial integration, on the one hand , the international capital inflows into China 
seeking investment opportunities ; on the other hand ,Chinese companies go abroad to 
seek financing channels. The development of enterprises needs the support of 
considerable funds. However, ‘financing difficulties’ become the biggest headache 
problem for the grow of domestic enterprises , particularly for the small and 
medium-sized enterprises taking a force that cannot be looked down in Chinese 
economy. And in order to resolve this thorny problem of shortage of funds for 
enterprise development, in addition to  need to further improve Chinese multi-level 
capital market system of domestic securities financing channels, but also need to 
focus on diversified international capital markets. Looking at the domestic securities 
market, the Main-Board Market, the Small and Medium Enterprises Board, the 
Growth Enterprises Market Board and ‘the New Three Board’ has already launched, 
but the Motherboard and the SME board listing standards are overly stringent as well 
as ‘the New Three Board’ and the Growth Enterprises Market Board manifest  risk 
of uncertainty in the current economic situation, which makes a large number of 
enterprises not be utilized effectively the domestic financing channels and improve 
the competent. It is no doubt that it takes much time for the government to improve 
the process of domestic financing channels. In recent years, overseas listing rules 
become increasingly flexible ,which  further stimulate domestic companies landing 
overseas capital markets to fulfill their financing needs. In order to expand the 
business, more and more domestic enterprises are eyeing the vast overseas financial 
capital markets.However, overseas capital markets are not the paradise because listing 
regulations of  foreign capital markets are complicated for domestic enterprises.  
And then I come out a conclusion that those enterprises are not certain to list 
successfully even though they comply with the listing requirements. What mode of  
overseas listing financing for domestic enterprises is more convenient, cost smaller, 
time-consuming shorter, financing risks lower , has become the urgent issues to study 
and resolve . At the first, this paper takes a summary of overseas listing. Secondly, the 















listing, including pattern of IPO , pattern of creating shell listing, pattern of buying 
shell listing, pattern of back-door listing, pattern of alternative public 
offering ,convertible bonds, depository receipts listing as well as private equity, and 
so on. Furthermore，the article compares the strengths and weaknesses of the different 
modes choice of overseas listing financing. Last but not the least , the paper points 
out the existing problems of  overseas listing and the author puts forward some 
related recommendations for the domestic enterprises which are going abroad for 
financing in the near future. 
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第一章  绪 论 
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第一章  绪 论 
第一节 研究的背景和意义 
一、本文研究的背景 
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